HISTORY
The family business that began over
a century ago making furniture polish
one bottle at a time in the garage of
founder Frank Meguiar, Jr. now spans
three generations of Meguiar’s and 92
countries. Meguiar’s, Inc. has become the
world’s most respected manufacturer of
cleaners, polishes, waxes, conditioners and
protectants for every conceivable surface.
When the mass production of fiberglass
boats first began in the 1950s, the PVA
Release Agent being used created dull
finished parts. Meguiar’s products were
then applied to create the high gloss
finishes that customers demanded. This
led Malcolm Meguiar, representing the
second generation of Meguiar’s, to change
the FRP industry forever by creating
a Mold Release Wax that would produce
high gloss parts directly from the mold.
It was the industry’s first Mold Release
Wax and, after 50 years, M-8 continues
to be the top selling Mold Release Wax in
the world.
Working closely with the fiberglass boat
builders from the very beginning, and
being responsible for the original high
gloss finishes on fiberglass boats around
the world, led to the consumer demand
for Meguiar’s products. Boat owners
were looking for products they could
genuinely trust to restore and protect
that original high gloss finish, even
under the most adverse circumstances
that boats experience.
The extraordinary performance of
those first consumer products, and the
enthusiasm they generated, created an
ever increasing appetite for additional
products from Meguiar’s that would
perform at the same level of excellence
on every type of surface found in the
marine industry. The comprehensive line
of high performance products found in
this catalogue represents the ultimate
response to that demand.
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In 1923, Meguiar’s was truly a family business with everyone helping to make products out
in the garage. During the day, Frank Meguiar, Jr. would demonstrate and sell the product
made the night before.

The family business grew out of the garage and into the manufacturing plant shown above
in 1936.

Meguiar’s Global Headquarters in Irvine, California.

MAINTENANCE GUIDES
COMPLETE GUIDE TO BOAT MAINTENANCE
STEP 1 • WASH
Frequent washing is a vital step in keeping your finish in premium condition. Washing removes loose contaminants from the surface. If allowed
to remain, these contaminants could eventually bond to or etch the surface. Avoid using dishwashing detergents or other household cleaners,
as these will strip off your wax protection. All of Meguiar’s washes are pH balanced and biodegradable to gently clean while preserving your
wax and the environment.

STEP 2 • CLEAN
While washing removes loose contaminants from the surface, cleaning or surface prep is intended to remove bonded surface contamination
and surface defects. Surface defects can be divided into two groups: above-surface contaminants, and below-surface defects. Above-surface
contaminants include bird droppings, tree sap mist, environmental fallout, bugs, spider droppings, and overspray. Below-surface defects
include scratches, swirls, oxidation, water spot etchings, etc.

STEP 3 • POLISH
Now that the gel coat surface is smooth as glass and free of defects, polishing restores a deep glossy finish by conditioning the gel coat,
and restoring its natural oils. Simply put, polishing is the creation of brilliant, high gloss.

STEP 4 • PROTECTION
The only way to keep your finish looking great for long periods of time is to apply a protective coating to preserve the surface. Meguiar’s
defines protection as preservation of brilliant high gloss. Meguiar’s protection formulas provide a durable protective layer that seals in the
deep shine created in the polishing step and keeps environmental elements from coming in direct contact with the surface.

STEP 5 • MAINTENANCE
Frequent surface care is easy surface care. The more frequently you care for your boat or RV, the easier the detailing process. Maintenance
is the frequent removal of contaminants before they have a chance to bond to the surface or etch it. This step is designed to help you safely
remove contaminants without stripping your wax protection, leaving your boat or RV looking as though it has just been detailed everyday.

SURFACE CARE CHART
SURFACE

New/
Like New Surface

Average Surface/
Light To Medium
Scratches and
Oxidation
Neglected
Surface/Heavy
Scratches and
Oxidation

METHOD

WASH

CLEAN

Quick and
Easy

Flagship Premium
Wash & Wax No.42
Boat Wash No.43

Best Results

Flagship Premium
Wash & Wax No.42

Quick and
Easy

Boat Wash No.43

Oxidation Remover
No.49

Best Results

Flagship Premium
Wash & Wax No.42

Oxidation Remover
No.49

Best Results

Flagship Premium
Wash & Wax No.42

One Step
Compound No.67

POLISH

PROTECT

MAINTAIN

Flagship Premium
Wash & Wax No.42
One Step Cleaner
Wax No.50

Quik Wax™ No.59
Flagship Detailer
No.94

Flagship Premium
Marine Wax No.63
Liquid or Paste

Quik Wax™ No.59
Flagship Detailer
No.94

Pure Wax No.56

Quik Wax™ No.59
Flagship Detailer
No.94

Polish No.45

Flagship Premium
Marine Wax No.63
Liquid or Paste

Quik Wax™ No.59
Flagship Detailer
No.94

Polish No.45

Flagship Premium
Marine Wax No.63
Liquid or Paste

Quik Wax™ No.59
Flagship Detailer
No.94

Polish No.45
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WASH
BOAT WASH

Safely removes grime and dirt without stripping
wax protection. Biodegradable, economy size
wash produces long lasting suds with a
refreshing scent.
PART NUMBER

SIZE

M4364C

1.89 L

PREMIUM WASH-N-WAX

Meguiar’s ® Flagship Premium Wash-N-Wax
uses an exclusive blend of carnauba and
synthetic polymers to add a valuable layer of
wax protection while at the same time delivering
great cleaning results. This advanced blend not
only emulsifies salt spray, dirt, bird droppings
and boat scum but also protects against salt
air corrosion and the sun’s ultraviolet rays
while adding a brilliant streak free shine. Ideal
for those hard to work areas like non-skid, no
extra rubbing required!
PART NUMBER
M4232C
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SIZE
946 ml

COMPOUNDS

800.347.5700 • meguiars.ca

MEDIUM-CUT CLEANER

OXIDATION REMOVER

ONE STEP COMPOUND

A moderately abrasive cleaner that removes
medium defects, including swirls, water spots
on glass and paint, and water sanding marks.
Diminishing abrasives cut quickly, then reduce
to a polishing rouge. Buffered abrasive action
lubricates the finish to prevent scouring. Ideal
for older lacquer and enamel paints.

Removes moderate oxidation, scratches, stains
and tough water spots on all fiberglass gel
coat marine or RV surfaces. Restores colour
by effectively removing surface degradation.

This advanced aggressive compound will clean
and restore gloss to the gel coat surface in one
step. Removes moderate to heavy oxidation,
scratches, stains and tough water spots.
Restores colour and leaves a rich gloss on
the treated surface. Incredible results by hand
or machine.

PART NUMBER
M0116C

SIZE
473 ml

PART NUMBER
M4916C

SIZE
473 ml

PART NUMBER
M6732

SIZE
946 ml
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POLISH/WAX
POLISH

HI-TECH YELLOW WAX LIQUID

ONE STEP CLEANER WAX

Restores brilliant gloss on fiberglass and
painted marine or RV surfaces after cleaning.
Restores valuable oils to feed and nourish
the fiberglass or painted surfaces. Especially
effective on dark colours.

Premium yellow carnauba wax blended with
silicones, polymers and other waxes. Adds
richness and depth of colour. Provides ultimate
high gloss protection to any previously cleaned
and polished paint finish.

Use polish only after the surface has been cleaned
and restored to a “like new” or “average” finish.

PART NUMBER

A non-abrasive formula that cleans, polishes
and protects all fiberglass gel coat marine or
RV surfaces in one easy step. Removes light
oxidation and haze, minor scratches and swirls
while providing long-lasting protection against
salt air, corrosion and the sun’s ultraviolet rays.
Available in liquid or paste.

PART NUMBER
M4516C
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SIZE
473 ml

M2616C

SIZE
473 ml

PART NUMBER
M5016C
M5032

SIZE
473 ml
946 ml

POLISH/WAX

800.347.5700 • meguiars.ca
PURE WAX

Durable high gloss protection for all fiberglass
gel coat marine or RV surfaces. Blend of
pure Brazilian carnauba wax with silicones,
polymers and resins to maintain extraordinary
gloss and protection. Protects against the
sun’s ultraviolet rays.
Use wax only after surface has been cleaned
& restored to a “like new” or “average” finish.

PART NUMBER
M5616C

SIZE
473 ml

QUIK WAX ™

PREMIUM MARINE WAX

GOLD CLASS ™ CARNAUBA PLUS
PREMIUM PASTE WAX

The spray wax method can quickly add protection
and gloss to large surfaces typical on boats
and RVs. Whether the surface is wet or dry, this
specialized formulation will create a brilliant
gloss while adding wax protection. Suitable for
use on fiberglass, painted surfaces, stainless
steel, and clear plastics.

Dramatically enriches colour and shine of
fiberglass and gel coat surfaces. Effective in
removing light oxidation and dullness, restoring
gloss, and adding protection from UV damage.

Meguiar’s® Gold Class™ Carnauba Plus Wax
creates strong, long-lasting protection to
preserve your finish. The proprietary blend of
premium carnauba plus protecting polymers
delivers amazing results. This unique formula
not only removes fine swirls but also leaves
your paint brilliantly reflective. Easily glides
on and off, you can use by hand or with a dual
action polisher. Safe for all paint types.

Use wax only after surface has been cleaned
& restored to a “like new” or “average” finish.

PART NUMBER
M5916C

SIZE
473 ml

Use wax only after the surface has been cleaned
and restored to a “like new” or “average” finish.

PART NUMBER
M6316C
M6332C

SIZE
473 ml
946 ml

PART NUMBER
G7014JC

SIZE
325 ml
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MAINTENANCE/VINYL CARE
OVERSPRAY CLAY

FINAL INSPECTION ™
PROTECTANT

Detailing Clay quickly and safely removes
bonded surface contaminants such as
overspray, industrial fallout, fresh water sport,
tar, rail dust and tree sap mist. Equally effective
on paint, glass, metal and plastic. Simply
lubricate surface with M34 Final Inspection™
Protectant M34, or diluted Last Touch Spray
Detailer D155 and gently run surface until
mirror smooth.
PART NUMBER
C2000
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SIZE
414 ml

VINYL & RUBBER
CLEANER/PROTECTANT

Fast, mist-on, wipe-off for a “Show Car Shine”.
Use to evaluate paint repairs or to look for
surface defects. Spray and wipe for quick
clean-up of compound polish and residue.
Excellent as clay lubrication.
PART NUMBER
M3416C

SIZE
473 ml

Cleans, revitalizes, and protects vinyl and
rubber surfaces in one easy step. Screens out
damaging UV rays that can dry out or crack
the surface.
PART NUMBER
M5716C

SIZE
473 ml

ACCESSORIES

800.347.5700 • meguiars.ca

PLASTX ™ PLASTIC CLEANER

QUIK DETAILER ™
INTERIOR WIPES

Easy-to-use, rich gel formula quickly restores
optical clarity to both rigid and flexible clear
plastics. Removes light oxidation, chemical
degradation, surface contaminants, stains and
light surface scratches with ease. Contains
water-resistant polymers for lasting, durable
protection to keep plastics clear and beautiful.

Fast interior touch-ups are now simple and
easy. Use daily to maintain a clean appearance
and every time you wash or quik detail for that
complete “just detailed” look.

PART NUMBER

SIZE
25 wipes

296 ml

WATER MAGNET ® MICROFIBER
DRYING TOWEL

Meguiar’s ultra plush Water Magnet Microfiber
Drying Towel reduces drying time with less
wring-outs by absorbing up to two times the
water of traditional terry towels. The extra large
22" x 30" waffle texture wrings out easily and
leaves a spot-free finish.
®

X2000C

G13600C

SIZE

G12310C

PART NUMBER

PART NUMBER

SIZE

SUPREME SHINE ™
MICROFIBER TOWEL 3PK

MICROFIBER WASH MITT

Meguiar’s® Supreme Shine™ Microfiber Towel
is an incredibly plush microfiber towel for
producing swirl free, mirror-like results. The
thick, deep dual-sided microfiber pile absorbs
two times more than traditional terry towels
providing faster wipe off with less strokes.

Meguiar’s extra thick Microfiber Wash Mitt is the
ultimate choice for show car perfect finishes.
The clear coat safe microfiber lifts and traps
dirt and grime for a brilliant, swirl-free finish.
The comfort-fit cuff and soft inner lining make
this wash mitt a pleasure to use.

PART NUMBER

PART NUMBER

X2020

SIZE
16" x 31"

X3002

SIZE
8" x 10"

22" x 30"
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ACCESSORIES
HOT SHINE ™ TIRE SPRAY

HOT RIMS ™ WHEEL
& TIRE CLEANER

Hot Shine ™ Tire Spray delivers a high gloss
shine in an aerosol or trigger application.
Highly water-resistant polymers combined
with anti-ozonant technology keeps your tires
looking more black, while helping prevent
cracking, browning, and premature aging. The
high gloss formula gives your tires a “wet-look”
with a dark shine.
PART NUMBER
G12115C

SIZE
444 ml

Hot Rims ™ Wheel & Tire Cleaner is unlike
any formula in the world for removing grime,
grit and brake dust from most factory wheel
surfaces. Our unique foaming agents are
designed to cling to vertical surfaces and
break down stubborn road residue, creating a
brilliant shine! Safe for all factory, clear-coated
and painted wheels.
PART NUMBER
G9524C
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HIGH TECH FOAM APPLICATOR PAD

SIZE
710 ml

• Provides effective application of cleaners,
waxes and polishes on gel coat, metal and
painted surfaces
• Tight cell, ultra soft foam spreads product
safely and evenly
• Washable and reusable
PART NUMBER
W0004

QTY
4 pack

ACCESSORIES

800.347.5700 • meguiars.ca

SOFT BUFF™ ROTARY FOAM
CUTTING PAD

SOFT BUFF™ ROTARY FOAM
POLISHING PAD

SOFT BUFF™ ROTARY FOAM
FINISHING PAD

• Improved foam technology cuts through
moderate surface defects with minimal swirls

• Improved foam technology eliminates minor
surface defects while restoring gloss

• The reduction in operating temperatures
and recessed backing for quick and easy
centering allows these 7" foam pads to
minimize the chatter resulting in smooth,
easy buffing

• The recessed backing for quick and easy
centering allows these 7" foam pads to
reduce the chatter resulting in smooth,
easy buffing

• Improved foam technology eliminates minor
surface defects while restoring a luxurious
high gloss finish

PART NUMBER

WRFP7

SIZE

WRFC7

7"

PART NUMBER

SIZE
7"

SOFT BUFF™ ROTARY WOOL
CUTTING PAD

SOFT BUFF™ ROTARY SOFT
BACKING PLATE

• 100% natural wool, 1.25", 4-ply twisted
fibers are highly effective in quickly removing
sanding marks and severe defects

• Designed to be used with our 7" & 8"
Soft Buff™ rotary pads

• The single sided quick change hook & loop
attachment system delivers more productivity
PART NUMBER
WRWC8

SIZE
8"

• The recessed backing for quick and easy
centering allows these 7" foam pads to reduce
the chatter resulting in smooth, easy buffing
PART NUMBER
WRFF7

SIZE
7"

• The soft one-piece molded construction safely
contours to curves and body lines
• Quick hook & loop attachment system
easily self-centers the rotary foam pads for
excellent balance performance
• Can be attached to all rotary polishers with
a 5/8" diameter shaft.
PART NUMBER

SIZE

WRSBP
WRBP

6.10"
6.25"
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